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Buffet 2000

Carbon stored in clathrates is 500-63,000 Gtons C
(Coal is 3,200 Gtons C)



http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/oil-gas/futuresupply/methanehydrates/about-hydrates/geology.htm



If the soil pores are open, the pressure is atmospheric
and generally too low for clathrates to survive

But if the pores are sealed by ice, then soil (and pore
water/ice) weight dominates pressure

Hydrates are known to exist as shallow as 120 m

Bubble layer
(reflects seismic
sound waves)

Gas comes
from decaying
material in
sediments



Westbrook et al. GRL, VOL. 36, L15608, 2009, documented ~250 columns of
methane bubbles rising from depths that are at and above the gas hydrate
stability zone (starred region on next slide)



David Archer at http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2005/12/methane-hydrates-
and-global-warming/

Stability zone reduced from bottom WHEN sea floor temperature is below the freezing
temperature. No ice in stability zone (T<Tf) above sea floor because ice floats

*



Seawater

Imagine a sloping sea floor. The light blue and peach wedges are the “Gas Hydrate
Stability Zone” according to Westbrook (not Archer who doesn’t include zone above
seabed where ice floats away). Useful for visualizing depth range of hydrates. What
happens to upper reach of hydrates if T rises?

T<Tf but ice
floats away

T<Tf
hydrates are
here
beneath sea
floor

Sea Floor
Sea Floor

upper reach
of hydrates



Westbrook et al. GRL, VOL. 36, L15608, 2009





Hydrates do not appear to play much role in present
Earth carbon cycle. The risk from them this century
is speculative.

Their release would possibly create a positive
feedback.

There are pockmarks
in ocean sediments as
indication of past
catastrophic release of
gas in the bubble layer



Landslides (submarine and thermokarst erosion) may
also cause their release.

Storegga Landslide
took place 100k bp
Archer 2006 estimates
it released 0.8 Gtons C
raising atmos. CH4 by
1/4

caused by earthquake,
or warming or ?





36Cl is a naturally occurring cosmogenic isotope = 35Cl
becomes 36Cl when hit by a cosmic ray. 36Cl in turn
decays with a 300kyr half life. Atmospheric 36Cl depends
on location and sunsplot activity. Bomb 36Cl increases
the naturally rate by a clear margin. Big tests in 1950s
are main culprit.

Kehrwald et al. 2008



Naimona’nyi ice field
appears to have had
net mass loss since
1950s (cannot see
evidence of 1950s
bomb tests in
geochemistry even
at summit)



Precip
m/yr

Anders
et al 2006



Drye
r

Guliya and Dunde
receive precip from
westerlies

Puruogangri and
Naimona’nyi
receive precip from
monsoon

Both enhanced by
orography

Wetest



80% of Chinese
glaciers have
retreated, especially
on north Himalayan
slope

Retreat is greater
than elsewhere

High warming rate
too (0.16
deg/decade
according to
Kehrwald, but not
Hansen)



Precip changes at
Naimona’nyi are
ambiguous.
Sublimation is
unlikely because it
leaves behind dust.
Melt is most likely.

The elevation is
within the range of
the ice cores from
the other glaciers
that have net
accumulation
(though drill dates
vary)



Barnett, Adam, & Lettenmaier 2005

•One billion people depend on snow/ice melt (only?)

•Kehrwald said half of these depend on snow/ice melt
from TP

•3 bi get water from rivers/reservoirs

•Precip changes influence total volume, temperature
changes timing.

•Climate models have high uncertainty in P, so focus
instead on T, so most concern is over seasonality



Precipitation increases very likely in high latitudes

Decreases likely in most subtropical land regions



•Future hydrologic cycle is expected to “intensify”

•Might benefit if P shifts from summer to winter (new
models suggest this a little)

•Instead expect less snow accumulation and earlier
peak runoff in spring

•A problem for freshwater supply and hydropower -
better to have both in summer for crops and air
conditioning.

•Glacier loss is worse than earlier snowmelt
because when they are gone they are gone.

•Though glacier melt may be even increased for a
while, but then quickly decreases



Present Day
R = snow annual accumulation / total runoff

Red outline = snow dominated + inadequate storage
Black outline = runoff is snowmelt from upstream



Evapotranspiration might be expected to increase with
warming, but across NH observations of “pan
evaporation” (evaporation from a pan) show the opposite

2 possibilities:

RH is up and/or it is cooler from
land evaporating nearby

global dimming

Claim early snowmelt is a negative FB on increased
evaporation because water hits the land surface earlier in
the season, which is not the optimum time for evaporation
because net radiation is not yet peaked (not a FB in my
mind)



Western US

spring streamflow will peak one month earlier and
reservoir storage capacity is inadequate in most
regions to handle the shift

forces choice between releasing water for
hydropower or salmon (which require different
seasons)



>50k km2 are covered with snow in the NH at
peak coverage

http://nsidc.org/sotc/snow_extent.html (next 3 slides)





Spring snow melt off trends (a few days earlier)



Black Carbon (Soot) forcing on snow and ice albedo
Hansen and Nazarenko 2005 

•Soot alters NH albedo by possibly 1.5% sea ice
and 3% snow on land causing +0.3 W/m2 “climate
forcing”

•This forcing is twice as effective as CO2 at
warming (efficacy = warming per radiative forcing
relative to the same for CO2)

•Soot comes from incomplete combustion, diesel is
particularly bad

•collected by snow crystals as they fall





•Source in high latitudes was FSU and Europe

•FSU source decreased by 3/4 after ~1990 economic
collapse

•Europe emissions are cleaner today

•Shipping in NW passages could be a future concern



When Hansen and Nazarenko published in 2005,
the influence of BC on albedo was highly uncertain
(Steve Warren and Sarah Doherty are working hard
to change that)

So they prescribed visible band albedo changes of:
1% over SH over all snow (excluding Antarctica)
2.5% over NH sea ice
5% over NH snow on land

(no change to near IR albedo, which is about
40% of the total visible radiation)



Climate forcing

Warming

why so high?

is this the polar
response asymmetric?
(no because they used
a slab ocean model)





Forcing = TOA radiative imbalance due to
   perturbation

i = instantaneous
a = adjusted (holding tropospheric temp fixed,
but letting stratosphere adjust)

NH and SH
NH 

NH land
NH sea ice

λ = ΔT/F     Efficacy = λ / λCO2



Observed 1880-2002 surface warming

Note lack of
warming near TP

posit that maybe
soot is cause of TP
glacier retreat

Brown haze from
India may keep TP
cool and deposit
soot
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Temperature Anomaly from 1860-1990

Antarctic data from ice cores  (excludes peninsula)
Schneider et al (2006)
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McConnell et al 2007, 2008

A) shows pre 1880
BC variations caused
by forest fires

B) shows early 1900s
rise in BC caused by
industrial pollution
and shift in after 1940
from coal to gas/oil



McConnell et al 2007, Flanner et al 2007 

Compute with the SNICAR model 
a 3 W/m2 local radiative forcing due to
BC in northern NH

includes
albedo fb


